Discover the future
of automated
variant annotation
MH Guide interprets complex genetic data
quickly and accurately – for the growing
challenges of today and tomorrow

MH Guide – Information for pathologists
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Automated variant interpretation – fast, precise, efficient
MH Guide is an in-vitro diagnostic software
approved in Europe. It assists molecular
pathologists working with large molecular
datasets. Independent of the sequencing
technology used, MH Guide can interpret
complex datasets and automatically identify

genetic variants that are relevant for
the treatment of cancer patients. This
information is translated into clinical
knowledge that supports you in making
individual therapy decisions.

How laboratories benefit from MH Guide
•	Automated interpretation of NGS data for
small and large panels, as well as wholeexome sequencing (WES) and data from
other compatible analytical methods
•	Access to comprehensive, up-to-date
variant interpretations through Dataome,
one of the world’s largest databases for
biomedical information.

•	Rapid, quality-assured clinical variant
annotation and report generation
•	Highly customizable results report: users
can filter for relevant information and
integrate their own data and sources
•	Digital platform for interdisciplinary case
discussion in molecular tumor boards
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The MH Guide process
Diagnostic and molecular pathology
laboratories use our software-based in-vitro
diagnostic application MH Guide to identify
relevant biomarkers in tumor samples,
and to provide attending physicians with
information on individual treatment and
trial options.

Use global knowledge locally –
evidence-based treatment

The software compares the patient sample
data with current, published biomedical
knowledge and drug information. MH Guide
provides pertinent information about

identified, relevant biomarkers and their
clinical significance in the respective cancer
entities. All of this information is summarized
in a clear patient report. You can customize
this report and integrate it in your pathology
report, for tumor board discussions.
This way, clinical colleagues quickly receive
conclusive findings: all of the key information
on effective and safe drug treatment options
and available clinical trials – entirely in line
with precision medicine.

Integrating MH Guide in your clinical routine
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Big Data analytics for labs
Automated variant interpretation with data from Dataome – the “learning database”
Upload data via
MH Order Portal

MH Guide
report
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The Dataome knowledge base is the
foundation for the MH Guide analysis
platform. Developed over a decade,
Dataome is a proprietary global data
platform for biomedical knowledge that
combines three innovations:
Dataome Capture:
The platform uses artificial intelligence and
machine learning to mine molecular and
clinical data sources in real time. For clinical
variant interpretation, data is curated by
experts (molecular biologists, molecular
pathologists, oncologists).

Dataome Knowledge:
Dataome screens and bundles the world’s
medical literature. This allows analysis data
to be placed in a medical context.
Dataome Analytics:
Complex genetic tumor data, such as
NGS data, is efficiently and automatically
matched by MH Guide with information
obtained from Dataome and used for clinical
variant interpretation.

The components of clinical variant interpretation (CVI) with MH Guide
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Translate precise variant interpretation into treatment options
MH Guide combines the variants, pre-classified according to ACMG standards,
with therapy-relevant findings – and lists the relevant information:
•	Identified variant (germline or somatic,
zygosity)

•	Impact and approval status of potential
treatment options

• Disease associated with the variant

• Suitable clinical trials, if available

•	Validity of identified predictive,
prognostic, and diagnostic biomarkers

• Summary (so-called narrative)
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• Gene symbol
• Variant name (HGVS)
• Somatic or germline
• Zygosity

Flexibility and transparency of variant evaluation
d

•	The MH Guide analysis can be customized by setting filters or implementing rules.

Literature

g

Biomarker score

ga

CVI score (evidence level:
preclinical [1–3], clinical [4–6],
clinically approved [7])
AMP/ASCO/CAP category (tier I–IV)

gb

Diseases

c

• List of diseases for which the
biomarker has been described

e

• List of publications and
their PubMed IDs

• MH Guide gives the user full access to the evidence base of clinical variant interpretation.

Questions? Please contact us on +49 6221 43851-150 or via CustomerService@molecularhealth.com

Variants

Biomarker type
• Predictive (effective, ineffective,
safety)
• Diagnostic
• Prognostic

h

Narrative
• Summary of CVI

Treatment options
• List of therapies
• CVI score
• Association for Molecular
Pathology (AMP) category

f

Match quality
How well does the interpretation
match the variant and patient
disease?
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An MH Guide analysis
in seven steps

The MH Guide
report
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Indication
The oncologist establishes the indication for
molecular pathology diagnostics.

Order molecular diagnostics
The oncologist sends sample material (tumor biopsy or tumor
sample) with referral and physician’s letter to their local pathologist,
ordering the detection of tumor-relevant mutations.
Perform NGS analysis
In addition to examining the tumor, the pathologist (a) performs the
NGS analysis or (b) commissions a molecular pathology laboratory
to do so.

Upload NGS data to MH Guide
The pathologist performs the NGS analysis and uploads
the data to the web portal for MH Guide evaluation.

Analyze NGS data
MH Guide analyzes the NGS data, compares it with information
provided by the Dataome knowledge base, and lets users generate
a customized report.
Findings
The performing pathologist edits the MH Guide report and signs it.
The performing laboratory or on-site pathologist summarizes all of
the pathology results and the information from the MH Guide report.

Select therapy options
The oncologist receives the findings from the pathologist in charge,
including individual therapy options and possible clinical trials.

Questions? Please contact us on +49 6221 43851-150 or via CustomerService@molecularhealth.com

Evidence-based decision aid for treatment planning
The interactive MH Guide report gives an overview of all the important information on the
biomarkers detected in a tumor sample. It includes the variant name as well as biomarker
assessment and clinical validity according to international guidelines (AMP, ASCO, CAP).
For treatment planning, the MH Guide report
provides an overview of:
• Potential treatment options
•	Ineffective drugs and those
with safety concerns
•	Information on relevant,
recruiting clinical trials

The report can be supplemented by
integrating analysis results from non-NGS
methods such as FISH, IHC, or qPCR, and
can be individualized and integrated into
the local infrastructure thanks to standard
digital formats.

Output formats are PDF, JSON, and XML

Everything at a glance:

Electronic signature of the
pathologist in charge

PATIENT
Patient, sample, and order information

Summary statement

Diagnosis
NSCLC
ICD-10 code C34.90

Patient ID
NSCLCdemo
Case ID
EU000024
Date of birth 14 Nov 1972

Patient ID
Case ID
Date of birth
Sex
Country

SAMPLE
Primary tumor site
Tissue type
Metastatic
Tumor cellularity
Collected

NSCLCdemo
EU000024
14 Nov 1972
Male
US

ORDER & REPORT
Labtest

Lung
Lung
yes
54%
03 Dec 2021

Order date
Electronically signed by
Signed on
Version

VCF-complete import
(unpaired)
06 Dec 2021
Dr. Matthias Kopf
09 Dec 2021
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INTERPRETATION
##### Sample Report, for illustrational purposes only #####
Based on the patient's molecular profile and on evidence from publications, Osimertinib should be considered the preferred treatment option for the patient.

SUMMARY OF GENOMIC AND BIOMARKER FINDINGS
Detected biomarkers with therapy implications:

Detected variants and biomarkers

BIOMARKER

EGFR p.E746_A750del

EGFR p.T790M

Identified therapy options incl. evidence
levelsand drug approval information.
Effective
Ineffective
Possible safety risk

E
I

VAF (%)

50.74

50.10

APPROVED TREATMENTS

BM SCORE

FOR PATIENT DISEASE

AMP | CVI

E

CLINICAL OTHER
TRIALS TREATMENTS

17

Osimertinib

DRUG

BM SCORE

APPROVAL

AMP | CVI

CLINICAL
TRIALS

E

Zorifertinib

Other

0

E

Lazertinib

Investigational

4

E

Amivantamab
Lazertinib

Approved*
Investigational

4

17

E

Nazartinib

Other

1

E

Osimertinib

I

Afatinib*

-

E

Lazertinib

Investigational

4

I

Dacomitinib*

-

I

Icotinib

Other

-

I

Erlotinib*

-

I

Gefitinib*

-

Effective: potentially effective treatments

BM (biomarker) score: AMP/ASCO/CAP category and CVI score. See the glossary for more information.

Ineffective: potentially ineffective treatments

* Indicates drugs that may not be approved for this molecular patient profile. See the glossary for more
information.

PATHOGENIC VARIANTS
Identified pathogenic and likely pathogenic variants:

Identified pathogenic variants

VARIANT

CODING DNA

TYPE AND EFFECT

VAF (%)

EGFR
p.E746_A750del

ENST00000275493.2
c.2235_2249del

del
In-frame

50.74
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Pathogenic

Better data. Better insights.
Better outcomes.
molecularhealth.com
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We develop and offer innovative technologies
in the fields of in silico medicine and precision medicine
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diagnoses and therapy options.
We support pharmaceutical and
health organizations by optimizing
clinical studies in the development
of promising active ingredients and
meaningful disease models.

molecularhealth.com

MH-21-012-2 EN

Our solutions enable the conversion
of large amounts of data into evidencebased, medically relevant results for
the actors in the healthcare sector.
Therewith, we provide molecular pathologists, geneticists, physicians, and
patients with better information on

